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CHAPTER ONE

HOW TO FIND BOOKS ON YOUR TOPIC USING THE SUBJECT CATALOG

After reading this chapter, you will be able to do the following:

- locate the Subject Catalog in the Reference Room

- use the Library of Congress List of Subject Headings to compile a list of
subject headings for your topic

- effectively use the Subject Catalog to determine what books (and other
materials) the library owns on your topic

INTRODUCTION

There are three kinds of card catalogs in the Stony Brook Library: the Author-
Title Catalog, the Periodical Catalog, and the Subject Catalog. The Subject
Catalog will be discussed in this chapter. To begin, let us define the Subject
Catalog as the card catalog that lists, under a set of subject headings, the
books, periodicals and other materials the library owns.

USING THE SUBJECT CATALOG

Q. WHERE IS THE SUBJECT CATALOG LOCATED?

A. Behind the Periodical Catalog which is located in back of the reference
desks.

Q. HOelDOES ONE KNOW WHAT SUBJECT HEADINGS TO LOOK UNDER IN THE SUBJECT CATALOG?

A. There is a book called the Library of Congress List of Subject Headings
which lists in alphabetical order f1 subject 6ERings that are used in the
Subject Catalog. This book (actually two big red volumes) rests on
the Subject Catalog. There is another set behind the reference desks.

Q. HOW IS THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS LIST OF SUBJECT HEADINGS USED?

A. Look at the example from the Library of Congress List of Subject Headings
on the following page for the answer to this question. T 5iiijr& elements
to focus on are underlined and explained.
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EXCERPT FROM THE LIBRARY OF CONCRESS LIST OF SUBJECT HEADINGS

Bold face headings are
terms which can be looked
up in our Subject Catalog.
We have many, but not all,
of these bold face headings
in our catalog,-because If
we have no books on a par-
ticular topic, the subject
catalog will not include.
headings for the topic.

Headings next to and under
the symbol "sa" (meaning
see also) are potentially
useful headings too. These
headings are closely re-
lated to (and usually more
specific than) the bold
face heading under which
they appear. For example,
under the bold face head-
ing "Women in literature"
there is a notation that
you may see also (sa)
"Nuns in literature" and
"Wives in literature" in
the Subject Catalog.

Women in literature (PN56.W6)
/fere arc cntcrcd works which discuss the

representatiun of women in literature.
Works on the attainments of v. umen as
authors are cntcrcd under Women au-
thurs. Collections of works written by
women are entered undcr the subdivi-
sion Women authors folluwing the
name uf natiunal literature and genre,
e.g. American fiction Womcn au-
thurs. Collections of works in two or
more literary forms written about
women are entered under Women- -
Literary culls:I:Mss.

sa 'uns is, literature
Wives in literature
subdivision CharactersWomen under

names of authors. e.g. Shakespeare.
William, 1564-lb16Charactcrs
Women

Heroines
%omen in drama
Women in poetry,

IA Characters and characteristics in
literature

Literature
Women in popular culture

Notes undcr Women Literary collections;
Womcn authors

Women in management
See omen executives

--Women in mass media (Indirect)
five arc entered wurks discussing the

portrayal uf women in mass media.
Works discussing all aspects of wo-
men's involvement in mass incdia are
entered undcr Wurnen in the mass
media industry.

sa Women in the press
t Mass media

Women in popular culture

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Call number area under which
books on this topic would be
shelved.

Headings next to and under
the symbol "x" are not
usable headings. For example,
under the bold face heading
"Women in literature," the
terms "Heroines," "Wrxnen in
drama," and "Women in poetry"
are not usable terms in the
Subject Catalog because they
are next to and immediately
below the "x" symbol. "Women
in literature" is the term
you would need to look up in
the Subject Catalog instead
of these other terms.

next to and under
the symbol "xx" are also
potentially useful. These
headings are usually more
general than the bold face
heading under which they are
listed. For example, under
the bold face heading "Women
in literature," the terms
"Characters and character-
istics in literature,"
"Literature," and "Women in
popular culture" all appear
next to or just below the
"xx" symbol. This notation
indicates that these terms
can be looked up in the
Subject Catalog.



Q. ONCE A LIST OF POTENTIALLY USABLE SUBJECT HEADINGS IS COMPILED FROM THE
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS LISTING, WHAT IS THE NEXT STEP?

A. Go to the Subject Catalog, and check under those headings on your list
to see if they are included in the catalog drawers. If they are, they
will be clearly typed at the top of guide cards. These cards stand
out because they are slightly taller than regular catalog cards and
are covered by protective plastic jackets. Look through the catalog
cards filed behind these guide cards to find titles related to your topic.

Q. THERE ARE NO PROPER NOUNS LISTED IN THE EXAMPLE ON PAGE 2. ARE PROPER
NOUNS, SUCH AS THE NAMES OF CITIES OR PERSONS, LISTED IN THE SUBJECT
CATALOG?

A. Yes, they are, provided that the library owns a book on that person, city,
etc. Most proper nouns do not appear in the Library of Congress listing
because their inclusion would make the work even larger than it already
is. So remember, even though a proper noun is not listed in the LC list,
it may very well be listed in the Subject Catalog.

Q. CAN A PERSON GO DIRECTLY TO THE SUBJECT CATALOG AND LOOK UNDER SUBJECT
HEADINGS FOR A TOPIC WITHOUT HAVING TO USE THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS LAST
OF SUBJECT HEADINGS?

A. Yes, especially in the case of proper nouns, as just noted. However, some
materials on your topic may be listed in the Subject Catalog under headings
that you might not think to consult on your own. Many people do use the
Subject Catalog without checking the LC list but are probably not searching
most effectively because they are not aware of all the possible subject
headings for their topic.



SUBDIVISIONS

The subject headings printed in the Library of Congress List of Subject Headings
and used in our Subject Catalog can be made to express more specific concepts by
adding subdivisions to them. For example, the heading "Women College Teachers"
can have the subheading "United States" appended to it. In the LC list, appro-
priate subheadings are indicated by printing them, preceded by a dash, beneath
the headings with which they may be used (see page 2). In our Subject Catalog,
the guide card for this heading would look like this--

WOMEN COLLEGE TEACHERS--UNITED STATES

0

Behind this guide card you would find the cards for books about Women College
Teachers in the United States. There are many other subdivisions used in the
Subject Catalog to indicate specific concepts or types of material. The fol-

lowing examples illustrate some common types of subdivisions:

WOMEN--ABSTRACTS

WOMEN--BIBLIOGRAPHY

SHELLEY, MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT, 1797-1851--BIOGRAPHY

WOMEN'S RIGHTS--PERIODICALS
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TRACINGS

At the bottom of a typical catalog card (see example) you will see a group of
numbered entries. In library terminology these are called "tracings." Those
preceded by an arabic number are subject headings, and they indicate what
headings this book is listed under in the Subject Catalog.

Call number,
the code you
use to find
books in the
library.

[--

Subject
Headings

Tracings

Main
MQ
1426
.W58

Wolsast. Elizabeth
Equality and tke

Elizabeth H. %taiga
Cornell University

176 p. ; 22 ca.
Bibliography: p.
Includes index.

Hankins. 1929 -
rights of woaen /

et. -- Ithaca :
Preens, cl9eSU.

167-171.

Wonen's r ehts--United States.
qua Women--Lesai status,

Un ted States. I. TitLe&MS, etc.

kiSbSU 08 JUN 80 5726335 YSMAat 79-24710

The example card shown for Elizabeth Wolgast's book is from the Author-Title
Catalog. If this were a useful book for your research topic, you could look
up the subject tracings shown at the bottom of the card to find more books
on your topic in the Subject Catalog.

SUMMARY

1. Use the Library of Congress List of Subject Headings to compile a list of
usable headings for your topTE:Rimember that while most proper nouns do
not appear in the LC they can be looked up in the Subject Catalog.

2. Go to the Subject Catalog and look up the terms you found.

3. Note books of interest and write down their complete call numbers.

4. Check the tracings at the bottom of the catalog cards for additional sub-
ject headings. Then look up these headings in the Subject Catalog to
find more books on your topic.
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CHAPTER TWO

HOW TO FIND JOURNAL AND NEWSPAPER ARTICLES ON WOMEN'S STUDIES ISSUES

After completing this chapter you will be able to

- use a periodical index to find articles on your topic

- use an abstracting source to find citations to and summaries of

articles and books related to your topic

- find references to articles on your topic that appeared in major

newspapers by using specialized newspaper indexes. You will also

learn how to find the articles themselves in the Microforms
Collection

INTRODUCTION

If you need to locate current information on a topic that has recently

surfaced as a relevant issue in women's studies, books most probably
will not be your best source to turn to in your search (it often

takes a year or more before a subject is discussed at length in book

form). Instead, you will want to gather your information from sources
that are part of the current periodical literature (i.e., scholarly
journals, popular magazines, and general newspapers). Because articles

are not listed separately in our card catalogs, you will need to con-

sult various indexes in order to identify citations (referTnces) to

articles that have appeared in recent pviodical literature. Once you

have found citations, you can then determine if Stony Brook owns the
journals and/or newspapers that the articles appeared in.

I. USING A PERIODICAL INDEX

Q. WHAT IS A PERIODICAL INDEX?

A. A periodical index is an alphabetical list of names and topics that

refer to specific articles in periodicals. Most are multivolume sets,

each volume covering a particular time period. Some, like Reader's

Guide to Periodical Literature, index popular periodicals such as

Plychology Today, and Newsweek. Others index more specialized

or schoTarly periodicals. 5ffiaficT Index, for instance, indexes
periodicals which publish articles on educational topics.

Some users wonder why it is necessary to use periodical indexes. Why

not just use the card catalog or skim through periodicals-until you

find an article on your topic? We suggest the use of periodical indexes

for two reasons: first, as mentioned above, the card catalogs do not

include listings of individual aricles; second, while it is possible to

skim through many issues of a periodicial and find articles on your
topic, it is much more efficient to use a periodical index which directs

you to a large number of articles on that topic.

UnderttandinOhe format in which information is presented in an index

can save time and reduce frustration. Although indexes vary, some of

the most important use a similar format.
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Q. HOW DO YOU USE A PERIODICAL INDEX?

A. The following example illustrates the use of a periodical index
with an excerpt from the Social Sciences Index (volume 8, 1981-
1982). This important index pr6iigsFiferences to articles in
over 200 periodicals in the fields of psychology, sociology, anthro-
pology, political science, economics, and related social sciences.
The example shows what you would find if you looked up the topic
'Women prisoners" in this index:

Main
Subject
Heading

Women prisoners
Exotrading horizons: work and training for female offenders.

V. V. Neto. bbl it Correct Today 4366 -72 NIG 11
Factor analytic study of the demographic characteristics of

adult and juvenile ancarcerates. R. V. Heckel and E. Man-
dell. 1 Clan Psychol 37:430.3 Ap 11

Edoestioe
Educational and vocational needs of women in prison. V.

Sorensen. Correct Today 43:61.7+ My/Je 11
Mesta Illness

Restraints: therapeutic transition following application. S. G.
Dietrich. Fed Prober 45:444 le 11

Psychology
Women ' multidimensional locus of control. 1. E.

GritRth and others. Crim Just 3 Behav 8:37549 S 11
Reha

"SEE" See Rehabilitation of criminals
bilitstion

Reference

"SEE ALSO"
Reference for
This Heading
(additional headings
under which articles
on women soldiers may
be found)

Women asyckiar.Ists
Psychiatrists' life and work patterns: a ststr.vide comparison

of women and men. M. Z Goldstein and others. Am 1
Psych 138:919.241I 11

Sex ami the boards. M. H. Jacobs and L K. Flowers. Am
Psych 137:12264 0 10

Women psychologists
Eminent women in psychology: models of achieVement

[symposium]: ed. by A. N. O'Connell and N. F. Russo.
Psychol Women Q 5:6-144 Fall 10

Psyche: from rocking the cradle to rocking the boat. F. L
Denmark. MI Am Psycho! 35:1057.65 D 10

Professional ststus
Models from our past: psychology's foremothers. N. F. Rus-

so and A. N. O'Connell. Psycho! Women Q 5:1144 Fall
10

Women psyelsotIserapists
y. stereotypy and the perception of female thra-

pists. T. V. Merlutza and 8. Merlurri. I Clin Psycho!
280-4 Ap 1

Psi chiatric diagnosii is a function of assessor profession and
sex. C. T. Wright and others. MI Psycho! Women Q 5:-
240S4 Wint '50

Women public officers
Participation of women in centers of power. F. C. Huerta and

T. A. Lane. Soc Sci 1 18:71.86 Ap 11
Women scientists

Some ideas fmm women technicians in small countries fsym.
eosium]. Impact Sci Soc 30:3-66 la '80: Discussion. 30.-
.47-9 0/13 80

Women sociologists
Early women sociologists and the American sociological so-

caety: the patterns of exclusion and participation. M. J.
Deegan. MI Am Sociol 16:14.24 F '81

Evolution of the participation of women and minorities in
tnt ASA. D. Wilkinson. bib) Am Sociol 16:101.2 My 11

Women sociologists in the Midwest: a status report. M. E.
Thompson au'.".. others. Sociol Q 21:623.33 Aut '80

Wow.* soldiers
See also

Israel Armed forces Women
United StatesArmed forcesWomen
United StatesArmyWomen
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

A reference which provides enough information to enable the user to identify and

locate an article is called a bibliographic citation. One of tne bibliographic

citations listed on the previous page is:

Educational and vocational needs of women in prison.
V. Sorensen. bibl Correct Today 43:61-7+ My/Je '81

This may be broken down into the following elements:

1. Title of the article - EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL NEEDS OF WOMEN
IN PRISON.

2. Author - V. Sorensen.
3. Special features - BIBL. (THIS INDICATES THAT A BIBLIOGRAPHY OR LIST

OF ADDITIONAL BOOKS AND/OR ARTICLES IS INCLUDED.)
4. Title of the periodical in abbreviated form - CORRECT TODAY

(A LIST IN THE FRONT OF THE INDEX VOLUME GIVES THE FULL TITLE
OF THE PERIODICAL.) YOU WILL NEED THE FULL TITLE TO LOCATE
THE PERIODICAL IN THE LIBRARY.

5. Volume number - 43
6. Page numbers of the article - 61-7+ (PAGES 61 THROUGH 67, AND

CONTINUED ON LATER PAGES WITHIN THE SAME ISSUE).
7. Date of the periodical issue in which the article appeared -

MY/JE '81 (MAY-JUNE, 1931).

DETERMINING WHETHER THE LIBRARY OWNS AN ARTICLE

Check the Periodical Catalog to see if this library owns the article

you need.

Q. WHERE IS THE PERIODICAL CATALOG LOCATED?

A. The Periodical Catalog is the section of the card catalog immediately
behind the reference desks.

Q. HOW DO I LOOK UP THE ARTICLE IN THE PERIODICAL CATALOG?

A. Actually, you do not look up the article itself. Instead, you look

through the catalog cards for the name of the periodical containing
the article you are looking for.

Q. IF I FIND A CARD FOR THE PERIODICAL, DOES THAT MEAN THE LIBRARY OWNS IT?

A. Yes. Or, more correctly, it means the library owns at least part of

that periodical. If you do not find it listed, this probably means that

we do not own the title.*

* Some otdet petiodicats on mictoiitm and many government petiodicat4

axe ownedby the4iimaAy hat axe not U4ted in the Pertioeicat Catatog.
Fok make inioxmatcon on the4e exception4, 4ee a xeiexence taxa/tan.
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Q. HOW DO I INTERPRET THE CATALOG CARDS?

A. The listing of a periodical in the Periodical Catalog is usually printed
on two or more cards. The first card (reproduced below), called the
face card, gives general information on the periodical, including its
title, the call number, and other publication facts.

Call

Number

Main
HQ
136
.11263

Per

Women &politica:V:1- spring 1980-
l New York] Haworth Press.

v. 23 cm. quarterly.
Key title: Women & politics, ISSN

0195-7732

I. Women in politics--Periodicals
2. Women's rights--Pariodicals

O
NSbS0 26 NOV 80 5661577 TSIMxc 80-644752

Title of
Periodical

This Journal
Began Publication it

Spring 1980.

The face card is followed by the HOLDINGS CARD (reproduced below).

Q. HOW DO I INTERPRET A HOLDINGS CARD?

A. The holdings card lists all but the most recent volumes of a periodical
that the library owns by recording the years and volumes that are in the
collection.

This periodical will Maim
be shelved with HQ

[I

the books in the 1236

Main Stacks under .W63
this call number.

The printed
numbers are
volume numbers.

Itomen"& 'v. 1 spring 1930-

11 21 31 41

2 12 22 32

3 / 13 23 33 43

4 14 24 34

S 13 25 35 45

8 16 28 36 46

7 , 17 27 37 47

8 II3 28 38 484....
499 19 29 3s

10 20 30 40 50

'MY At'tortif &Mk
PERIODICAL HOLDINGSCARD 1
suss 178 11.73

s.

13
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On the holdings card, the printed numbers on the left-hand side of each box are the

volume numbers. If a year is written next to the volume number, it indicates that

the library has rAceived all the issues of that volume, has bound them, and sent

them to the stacks, where they are shelved in call number order. The most recent

volumes are not recorded on the holdings cards, usually because they are not yet

bound. These unbound materials are kept in Current Periodicals.*

II. USING ABSTRACTING SOURCES

Q. WHAT IS AN ABSTRACTING SOURCE?

A. An abstract is a summary. An abstracting source is a reference title that

contains many summaries of research and other writings in a particular field.

Some common titles of abstracting sources are Women Studies Abstracts,

Psychological Abstracts, and Sociological Abstracts.--17F0i sources are similar

to periodical TRiiiirn that they are published at regular intervals, each

issue covers a particular time period, and they tell you what articles have been

written on topics and where the articles appear. But they differ from periodical

indexes in the following ways:

1. Abstracting sources contain summaries of writings; periodical indexes do not.

2. In addition to citing periodical articles, abstracting sources may include

listings for such items as books, dissertations, and research reports.

3. Abstracting sources are usually divided into two major sections: a subject

index and a collection of abstracts.

Q. HOW DO I USE AN ABSTRACTING SOURCE TO FIND MATERIAL ON MY TOPIC?

A. The search method is a four-step procedure. For example, suppose you are trying

to find information about sexual harassment in academia, and you want to use

Women Studies Abstracts (Ref HQ1154.W6) as a source:

Step 1. Consult the subject index in the back of an issue of Women Studies

Abstracts (four separate paper issues are bound into each yearly
---Tivoue;th----erefore, you must look at each of the four subject indexes

for a given year in your search for material). In the example on the

following page, under the general subject heading "Sexual harassment"
appear numbers referring to items on that topic. Numbers ending in

"A" indicate items that include abstracts.

* Th.L4 i4 the case with the majoxity o f pexiodicat4. Howevex, many i

axe located in the Acience tibnanie4 and the MtaiC Libmay, which

would be indicated on the hotding4 eand by theix call numbex4. Funthex-:

MOM" 40Me yea44 o6 Main Lib/La/Ey peniodicats ate in the MiCX060kM4

Collection. Fox a mote complete explanation of th.L4 axxangement, aa
a neienence Libnatian. 1.4

A 100.11:1



SUBJECT INDEX SECTION OF WOMEN STUDIES ABSTRACTS

Subject Heading

Item Numbers

Sex roles, 822. 827, 831, 835, 899, 925.
1198

me also Androgyny. Family roles, Femin-
inity. Masculinity. Student sex roles

Sex typing. 844. 848. 905, 907, 911, 912,
990. 1027

see also Children's sex typing
Sexism, 825, 839, 925, 950A. 1210

sea also Sex fairness
Sexual abuse. 1469
Sexual arousal, 1070
Sexual assault, 1202. 1518

pm also Rape
Sexual attitudes, 1059. 1075
Sexfsal behavior. 831. 1003. 1069. 1075.

1338 see also Premarital sexual behavior
Sexual cartoons. 1074
Sexual countertransference. 983
Sexual function disorders. 1062. 1065. 1076
Sexual ejaculation, 1057
Sexua: guilt. 1326. 1383A
Sexual harassment, 834A, 877. 881, 975, 993,

1019. 1039. 1047
Sexual humor, 1074
Sexual intercourse. 1067. 1068, 1383A

Step 2. Look up the item numbers within the main section of the same issue.
References are arranged in item number order. Note that you are
given only item numbers and no titles; you won't know what the
content of an item is until you locate it in the main section.
The example on the following page shows a sample page from the
main section, which provides a look at number 834A:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Item

Number

Abstract

Additional
Journal
Articles About
Education and -
Socialization

EDUCATION AND SOCIALIZATION <
Broad
Category Heading

Article Title,
Journal Title,
Volume Number,
Page, Date*

Accused of sexual harassment. male professor sues female complainants for 823.7
lion. CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 22:1+ My 4 81.

Sidney Peck, a tenured associate professor of' sociology at Clark University, has filed
0 huge lawsuit against five women who accused him of sexual harassment. Ximena Bunster,

visiting associate professor of anthropology at Clark, claimed that Peck offered to help
her to retain her position at the University if she would accept his sexual advances. Four
other women joined Bunster in her charges and she filed suit with the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission. Neither Peck nor Bunster has been pleased with the university's
handling of the case. Peck claims the university supports the women because of his anti-
administration political activities. Peck is now on a leave of absence to be followed by a
paid sabbatical. Bunter will not be retuned by Park after the end of the currer academic
yen. C. MAMOLA.

835.

836.

837.

838.

839.

840.

Amstey, F. H. and S. K. Whitboums. Continuing education, identity. sex role,
and psycho-social development in adult womon, SEX ROLES 7:49-58 Ja 11.

Anderson, Charles and David Butts. A comparison of individualized and group
instruction in a sixth-grade electricity unit. JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN
SCIENCE TEACHING 17:139-145 Mr 10.

Suomi, Ronald L and Me lodee C. Metzger. Promoting family life education
in HawaiL SOCIAL CASEWORK 62:80-6 F 11.

Bartol, Kathryn fa:. Carl R. Anderson and Craig Eric Schneier. Sax and ethnic
effects on motivation to menage among college business students. JOURNAL
OF APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY 66:404 F 11.

Berk, Richard A.; William P. Bridget and Anthony Shih. Does 10 reel!" matter? A
study of the use of 10 acorn for the tracking of the mentally retwded. AMERI-
CAN SO= LOGICAL REVIEW 46:58-71 F 11.

Borges. P.'larilyn A. and others. Effects of gender. alle, locus of control and self-
esteem en estimates of college gratin. PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORTS 47pt1:
831-7 C .10.

841. Brick, Peggy: Sex education crucial feminist line. NEW DIRECTIONS FOR
WOMEN 1010-11+ Mr-Ap 11.

842. Collins, J., M. Reardon and L K. Waters. Occupational interest and perceived per-
sonal swan: effects of gender, sex role-orientation and the sexual compo-
sition of the occupatikat PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORTS 47Pt2:1155-9 0 10.

DeGroot, Susan Crum. Female and mile returnees: glimpses of two distinct popu-
PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN QUARTERLY 5:358-61 Win '80.

An extrrination of the effects of college participation on the behavior and interpersonal
relationships of female and male adult students indicates that men and women are subject
to differential modification by the college experience. Not only are male returnees more
assertive than are females. but they expect and receive mow spousal support than do females.
Moreover, it appears that college participation reaffirms the male's socially prized "mascu-
line" role and therefore produces few if any changes in spousal relationships; this is con-
firmed by the fact that the degree of congruence between the male student's perception
Of support and his spouse's is irrelevant. If the male does not perceive himself to be receiving
a high amount of SPOUSZ) suppon, marital happiness is low regardless of his spouse's percep-
tions. On the other hand, the female student and her spouse may report high marital haPPI
nest even when mown support is low, as long as they both agree that the level of support
is appropriate. ARTICLE ABSTRACT AND DISCUSSION/SW.

844.

845.

846.

847.

84a.

Diamond. Esther E. Sextypical and sex-atypical interests of Kudsr Occupational
Interest Survey criterion groups: implications for counseling. JOURNAL OF
COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY 28:22942 My 11.

DoIliver, Robert H. and Everett L Worthington, Jr. Concurrent validity of other-
sex and sane -sex twin Strong-Campbell interest inventory occupational scales.
JOURNAL OF COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY 28:126.34 Mr 11.

Dunne, Faith, Roger S. Elliott and William S. Carlson. Sex differences in the
educational and occupational aspirations of rural youth. JOURNAL OF VOCA
TIONAL BEHAVIOR 18:56-66 F 11.

Fagot, B. I. Mali and female trachea: do they treat boys and girls differently?
SEX ROLES 7:263-72 Mr '81.

Fagot Beverly 1. and Isabelle Littman. Relation of preschool sextyping to intel-
lectual performance in elementary school. PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORTS
39pt1:699-204 0 '76.

* There is no
specific author f
this item; for a
reference to an
article that lis
its author, see
item 843A.

Step 3. Copy down the full bibliographic citation for each item (author, title of

book or title of article and journal, date, and, if applicable, volume

number and pages).

Step 4. To determine if the library owns a journal article, look in the Periodical

Catalog under the name of the journal. If the citation is for a book,

check the Author-Title Catalog under the author's name or title.

Example is from Wcmen Studies Abstracts, volume 10, no. 2 (Summer 1981).

BENFrOPYANAJLABLA
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III. USING NEWSPAPER INDEXES

The Stony Brook Library has a very large collection of newspapers. It currently

receives dozens of papers from all over the United States and around the world.
In addition, the library owns many newspapers from past years, including a large
collection of early American newspapers dating back to colonial times, and a
collection of several hundred radical and protest papers from the 1960s to the

present. The New York Times is in the library from its first appearance in 1851
and the Times OTI.53orn7Fol its first issue in 1785. All of our newspapers, except
for thoifliiiing Tiithe last several months, are on microfilm. The more recent
ones are kept in Current Periodicals. A list of currently received newspapers can
be seen i:. Current Periodicals and the Reference Room.

In order to trace past newspaper coverage of a particular topic (such as ERA legis-
lation), or locate up-to-date articles on a current news item (such as recent re-
marks by an individual politician about the wage gap), you will need to use a news-

paper index. These indexes enable you to pinpoint the location of articles within a
newspaper. Newspaper indexes in the Stony Brook Library, and the dates for which
they are available, are listed below. They are all located in the Government
Documents section of the library on the second floor above the Reference Room.

Christian Science Monitor Index (1960-

Chicago Tribune Index (1972- )

Los Angeles Times Index (1972- )

National Newspaper Index (covers latest 3 years: microfilm format.
--TiRgis71iiiiiiiiipers: New Yerk Times, Wall Street Journal, Los
Angeles Times, and Chrfiffairgience MonifOrtr

New York Times Index (1851- )

Official Index to the Times of London (1906- )

Washington Post Irdex (1971- )

Wall Street Journal Index (1958- )

Q. HOW IS A NEWSPAPER INDEX USED?

A. To answer this question we will be using two different examples from the New
York Times Index. This index uses the following types of subject headings:

Regular headings ("feminist movement," "pornography")
Geographical names ("United States," "Bolivia")
Organization names ("Women's Campaign Fund," "Women's Law Project")

Personal names ("Steinem, Gloria," "Chisholm, Shirley")
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Example 1. In the first example, the subjezt heading illustrated is "Love (Emotion)".
The three paragraphs that appear beneath this heading cite and summarize
articles that were printed in the New York Times for a particular time
period (this example is reproduced frorfliii790- volume of the index).

Subject
Heading > LOVE (Inserien)

Several couples recall falling in love at first sight Drs
Michael Liebowitz and Donald Klien. studying subject. find
love is an actual chemical reacuon: drawing (M). F 14.15-2

Collection of SOO love Tapes: in which aide range of
people discuss topic of love. can be seen and heard on 2
monitors in Museum of Modern Ares Video GaU
visitors will be invited to record own feelings on t
tapes are property of former TV actress Wendy Clar e. who
made the recordings: portrait MAO 6.11.14:2

1

'Special qiislity. of summer romances discussed oy
psychoanalysts: drawing (S). My 25.11.4:1

1st Article

2nd Article

3rd Article

Citation: February 14,
Page 15, Column 2 1

Citation: April 6, Sect 2,
Page 14, Column 2

The second paragraph cites an article about an exhibit in the Museum of Modern Art's

Video Gallery. A portrait is included in the article. The "(M)" indicates the

article is of medium length (more than 1 column but less than 2). The index uses

the symbol "(S)" to indicate shorter articles that run one half column or less, and
"(L)" to indicate longer items that exceed 2 columns. The identifying elements of

this second citation are shown by the symbols:

,//eAp 6, 14k

April 6 Section 2 Page 14 olumn 2

Note that the year is not included in the citation; it is understood that it is the

year of the volume you are using. The example above indicates the article is in

section 2 by using Roman numeral II. When no Roman numeral is provided, it is

understood that the article appears in section 1.

Example 2. The example of the following page from the 1983 New York Times Index
illustrates another standard type of presentation coTolinr1Tfilinriir
that index; instead of listing the articles under the original heading
("Ride, Sally K."), it directs the user to a second heading (a "cross
reference") under which are listed the articles about Sally Ride:

18



Cross Reference to Dates
of Articles About Sally Ride,
Listed Under "Astronautics- -
U.S."

Main Heading

Subdivision of
Main Heading

ORIGINAL HEADING

NMI. Seay K (Cig). See else AstronauticsUS.
le 16.18.19.20.21.22.23.26
INS Pe*. See else Beaches, Je 27
WY. Heaven (Any Gen). See else Waste etc. Je 19
DO de isneire (Ilead1). See am Travel and
VacationsBrazil, k 26
RIOS Alma, Reda (Pens). See else Guatemala.
Je 20.21.30
RITCHIE, aighooL See elm Motion Pictures, Je 24
RIVIRDAIS (NYC). See else Kidnapping. le 30
CoalRINU/C AIM a

le 27
(MO. Sue else Budget Office.

ressional,

CROSS REFERENCE FROM ORIGINAL HEADING

Various Articles That
Discuss Launching of
the First American
Woman Into Space

ASTRONAUTICS. See age Communications
Satellit

Article
es

on efforts to develop commercial potential of
RAM flight. which are being pursued by USSR u
well as US and Ovate industry; photo (M). Je 26,1V,
8:4

Name
Countdown foe sixth hunching of Mane rocket.

European counterpart to US space shuttle. begins on
June IS foe mason that is expected to determine

lf= tomb.
uhitunvcehneed ss

f
in
om

p
Fe nch snpace

ccranftt

e r ie
French Game (S), Je 163.9:5

Europeans Adene rocket launched from Kourou.
French Guism..Voces two satellites in orbit; it is first
successful satellite dcsloymest for European Space
Ageoris commercial satellite launching program (S),
le 18.1.21:2

Yoke of Smite Issiales lopebags
Dr Sally Ride receives telegram of congratulations

from Valentin Tereshkova. ant Woman to fly into
mem who is celebrating 20th mummy of her

t as pen of Russian space team_ (S), le 23.11.11:5
mamma comeseded by IfUth= Lyakhov
into abet to make second ammo in two

camas to link up with Salyut 7 space station: Bight
engineer is Alskasedr Aleksandrov; goal is believed to
be establishment of spew steams manned con-

11tinuously.
with crews replaced melodically (S). le 28.

1.5:1
Lyakhov and Aldcmndrov reportidly link Soyuz T-9

capsule with 404oe orbiting space sumo on lime 28
and surf experiments on imatrollsng large manned
complexes; successful Mall aloes two months after
crew of Soyuz T4 mission mimed docking attempt;
illustration (144).k 29.1.6:1

ladled Shoes
Five astronauts who are to fly next mission of spare

shuttle Challenger active at KennedySc Center.
Cape Canaveral. Fla. on Jun 15 as technicians

to begin countdown lading to June 18
six-day mission wail involve deployment of

two communicauons satellites. Practice V10 311111t sold
retneving satelhte with robot um and poesibly first
tandem of shuttle u Kennedy Space Center If weather
percents (e 161.9:1

Comedown
M).

star foe second [malting of space
shuttle Challenger, which will carry two
cogninunicatans sweat= plus scienufic experiments
and first American woman to go into seecC
Challenger will have liftoff on June 18 and return to
eardt on lune 24 17.1,2S:1

Mania Marlette Corporation gets $67.1 million US
Air Force connect for work m coma-ekes with
launchings of Titan 3 space rockets (S). le 170.5:6

Crow et seeks slieggie Chelleoger reviews pleas far
Meld en which 'hey ere tit deploy um emegardel
seeellbee end. for first dem, Memo eed name
*MAN Won elieleles SOdeet amehenied ems
complicated retrieval maneuver is to be done by Dr
Sallyy ic Ride: SW0111441. barring last minute
maiflmetioes or bad weather, are set to begin their
orbital journey-at 7:33 AM oa June 18; White House
annoueces that Pres Reagan plans to be oe hand to
geet amounts: illustration of Cast
Frederick H suck. scheduled to pilot space shuttle

...... mission (M),,le 1811:2
EEditorial lauds strides made by women's movement.

women ISU036414 Je 181211
which has paved way for Dr Sally Ride to be first

Sam shwas Chokes,' ottliets into whit witit wow
of Sim belegieg Or SeiNv K NM, arte Amadora
WOINION 1111 es We spew launches rust of two
comnumications satellites in successful beginning of
busy six4ay mission; besides two communications
satellites. shuttle conies assortment of scientific
experiments and West.German satellite that is to be
released and then retrieved in critical teat of shuttle's
50 -foot mechanical ante; photo: drawing of

- Challenges cargo (M). Je 19.1.1:3

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THE ARTICLES IN THIS INDEX ARE ALWAYS
LISTED IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER!
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Q. AFTER FINDING CITATIONS TO NEWSPAPER ARTICLES IN THE INDEXES, HOW DOES
ONE ACTUALLY OBTAIN THE NEWSPAPER?

A. Get the microfilm call number of the newspaper by looking under the
name of the paper in the microforms card catalog, which, like the
newspaper indexes, is located in the Government Documents Section.
Take down the call number and go to the Microforms Area at the
other side of the room. The person on duty will help you find the
microfilm you need, and demonstrate how to use the microfilm machines
for reading and/or photocopying.

SUMMARY

Current information on a topic is most easily located by consulting periodical indexes
that list magazine and journal articles on a topic They are usually arranged by sub-
ject and by author.

The Stony Brook Library owns many indexes,* most of which are devoted to specific
fields such as art, psychology, economics, sociology, education, etc.

Abstracting sources* are similar to periodical indexes in that they cite journal articles,
but some also include citations to books. They also include abstracts (summaries) of the

items listed.

In order to locate a journal article in this library that you saw cited in an index, you
must look up the journal's title in the Periodical Catalog. A listing for a journal in
the Periodical Catalog will show where back issues are kept (either shelved in the stacks
under its call number, or in the Microforms Collection under its microfilm number).
Current unbound issues are located in the Current Periodicals Reading Room.

The library has a large collection of newspapers, both foreign and U. S.

Several major American papers are part of this collection, including a full run of the
New York Times from 1851.

Newspaper indexes, such as the New York Times Index, are used to get exact citations
to articles. Newspaper indexeiiii our library are listed on page 13.

The most recent issues of newspapers received are in Current Periodicals. Earlier
years of papers are on microfilm and can be obtained in the Microforms Area.

*Fot a ti4t o6 petiodicat indexe4 and ab4ttacting 4outce4 that may be

u4e6ut in Women'4 Studie4, bee Appendix, Section 11, Paste A, 8 and C.
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CHAPTER THREE

SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHIES

After reading this chapter, you will know:

-what a subject bibliography is and how to use it in your research

-how to find subject bibliographies in the Reference Room

Q. WHAT IS A SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHY?

A. A subject bibliography is a book (usually published once
and contained in a single volume), that lists writings on
a specific topic. These writings can be books, journal
and newspaper articles, and other sources of information.
Some subject bibliographies will include brief annotations
(summaries) of the writings that are listed. For a listing
of subject bibliographies, see the Appendix, Section III.

An example of a subject bibliography located in the Reference
Room is American Women and the Labor Movement, 1825-1974; an
Annotated Biblio9WITer1 I16079.2.05 5635 1976) by Maregi
Jane Soltow.; This book describes 726 writings which deal with
various aspects of women and labor in the United States. An
excerpt from this bibliography is on the next page.

Q. HOW DO YOU USE A SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHY?

A. As with many bibliographies, the references in Soltow's book are
sequentially numbered and arranged by broad topic such as "Employ-
ment," "Trade Unions," "Working Conditions," "Strikes," etc.
One way to use this bibliography would be to browse the sections
within the book that are on topics of interest to you and then
read annotations of the cited works. The excerpt on the following
page shows a few of the references listed in the section on "Labor
Leaders."

17
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Reference
begiiit

Entry numbe

Annotation
begins

From Soltow's bibliography, American Women and the Labor Movement,

1976, page 170.

578. Goldman, Emma. LIVING MY LIFE. New York, Alfred Knopf
Co.. 1931. 2 vols. 993 pp.

Book is the autobiography of Emma Goldman, 1869-1940. Emma
Goldman was a professed anarchist who spoke to many groups of
workers and helpc-d to organize strikes. Advocate of woman's
suffrage, emancipation and prison reform. Editor of Mother
Earth magazine (1906-1918).

579. Goldmark. Josephine C. IMPATIENT CRUSADER: FLORENCE
KELLEY'S LIFE STORY. Urbana, University of Illinois Pres.%
1953. 217 pp.

Book is a biography of Florence Kelley, 1859-1932, a crusader
for decent industrial conditions. Early in her life Florence
Kelley was a fact.)ry inspector for the State of Illinois. She helped
to expose and remedy child labor, long work days, especially for
women, exploitation through low wages, high rate of infant and
maternal mortality, and safety standards. Along with Lillian
Wald, she helped to establish the U. S. Children's Bureau.

580. Gompers, Samuel. "Mother Jones causes a military nightmare."
(Editorial) AMERICAN FEDERATIONIST, 21:405-406, May. 1914.

Protest against the violation of Mother Jones' constitutional rights
as she is scheduled to be deported from Colorado for activities
during a recent strike.

581. "Hail! and not farewell." LIFE AND LABOR BULLETIN, 103:4,
Junt, 1949.

Reference to,

a book

Report on the tribute paid Rose Schneiderman at the annual meeting
of the New York Women's Trade Union League upon her retirement
as its President. Included is a brief excerpt from a laudatory

-170-

18
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Reference to
a book

Reference to
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article

Reference to
a journal'
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Again, using Soltow's work as an example, let's say you are interested in a
specific aspect of women and the labor movement and do not want to browse
through the section or sections where references to writings on this topic
might be listed. You can try another approach. Look up terms related to
your topic in the subject index. Most book-length subject bibliographies
have such an index, and it usually can oe found near the end of the book.
Below is an excerpt from the subject index in Soltow's bibliography.

Garment Workers' Union:
International Ladies'

30. 97, 113. 130, 160
191, 210-211, 274, 452
467-468, 472, 486, 547
549, 552. 605, 614, 618

Gillespie, Mabel Edna 589

Glass Bottle Blowers
Association 247

Glove Industry 450. 487

Glove Workers' t. ...565, 577

Goldman, Emma 578

Haley, Margaret Angela
575, 589

The numbers which follow the entries in the subject index refer to the
numbered items in the main section of the bibliography. For example, item
numbers 450 and 487 have information about the glove industry. You can
look up the references and annotations of these works in the main section
of the bibliography and, if they seem to be related to your topic, you can
consult the appropriate catalogs to see if they are owned by the library
(i.e. check the Author-Title Catalog for books, and the reriodical Catalog
for journals).

Q. WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHIES?

A. A subject bibliography can save you hours of time that you would other-
wise have to spend looking through many years of subject indexes to
periodical articles. This is because most subject bibliographies include
many references in one volume to writings published over several years.
Periodical indexes, on the other hand, list articles year by year in one
volume after another.

Annotations found in many subject bibliographies are also very helpful
in directing you to the most relevant writings in your area of interest.
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One other advantage of many book-length subject bibliographies is that they
provide better subject access to the writings they include than is otherwise
available. This means that in the subject indexes of these bibliographies
you can find entries for specific terms relating to your topic, as well as
subheadings for these terms, that you may not find in the Subject Card
Catalog or most periodical indexes, which tend to use more general headings.

ONE DRAWBACK: One possible drawback of subject bibliog-
raphies is that they can become outdated. You should
always be aware of the publication date of any subject
bibliography you use, and the time period it covers
(this is usually stated in the title or the introduction
to the bibliography). That way, you will know how cur-
rent the information is, and whether you need to find
references to more current material on your topic to
supplement and update the information you get from the
subject bibliography. For example, Mary Jane Soltow's
bibliography was'published in 1976. Therefore, to find
references to research about women and the labor movement
written since 1976, you could use more recent sources such
as indexes to periodical literature which are publis:ad
at regular intervals.

Q. HOW DO YOU FIND SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHIES ON YOUR TOPIC?

A. There are several ways to find subject bibliographies on the topic you
are researching. One of these is to browse through the section in the
reference stacks where reference books related to your topic are shelved.
If you do not know where this section is, ask a reference librarian to
show you.

Another way to find book-length bibliographies is to use the Subject
Catalog. Look up the appropriate heading or headings for your topic
(you may need the Library of Congress List of Subject Headings to do
this) with the subject heaTnrilTETTograpKiw added to it. The Soltow
book, for example, appears in the Subject Catalog under the following
two headings:

WOMEN IN TRADE UNIONS--UNITED STATES--BIBLIOGRAPHY

WOMEN--EMPLOYMENT--UNITED STATES--BIBITOGRAPHY

A third way to find subject bibliographies on a topic, including bibli-
ographias which are not entire books, is to use the Bibliographic Index
(Reference, Index Table 12). This index provides references to HEW-
ographies which have fifty or more entries, and which appear in any of
approximately 2,400 periodicals, as well as in books or pamphlets. Using
Bibliographic Index, look up the subject heading for your topic and
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note the references which are most relevant to you. References to books or
pamphlets should be looked up in the Author-Title Catalog; references to
journal articles should be looked up in the Periodical Catalog. Below is
an excerpt from the 1977 volume of Bibliographic Index showing some of
the entries listed under "Women." Notice the ent6rVihich is a listing fur
the Soltow bibliography.

WOMEN In education. See Women teachers
WOMEN In literature

Alien. Mary. Necessary* blankness: women In
major Am. fiction of the sixties. Univ. of

Dtilislingererg.lurielt1.7""ShaltesPeare and the na- The bibliography in
ttve of women. Harper 5 P310-17

WOMEN In the Armed forces. See United States this book is on pages
Armed forcesWomen 310-317.WOMEN In the Sib le

See also
Woman ItheologyiHiblIcal melting

WOMEN In the mass media industry
.Ses oleo

Women In the motion picture industry
WOMEN In the motion Picture Industry

Kowalski. Rosemary Fajen. Women and Alm:
a bibliograPttY. Scarecrow 'IS 27$P ..nnot

WOMEN in trade unions
United States

Soltow. Martha Jane. and Wert. Mary K.
American women and the labor movement.
48(42-4179:7, : an annot. bibliography. St.arecrow

WOMEN soidiers
United States. Air force acatlemY. Library.

Women to the millutrY (comp. and ed. by
ltAtsy Coxe. assisted by Fiorene Klemm,
(Special bibliog. asr. noill The library S

6Up

SUMMARY

This entire book is a
bibliography, 247 pages
in length.

A subject bibliography lists, in one volume, many sources of information for a
specific topic. These sources may be books, journal articles, newspaper articles,
etc. Two major advantages of subject bibliographies are:

1. they list many works for a number of years in one volume, as opposed
to other kinds of indexes which require looking through many volumes.

2. they often contain summaries or annotations of the works listed.

Three ways to locate subject bibliographies are:

1. browse the section in the Reference Room where reference books re-
lated to your topic are shelved.

2. look in the Subject Catalog under your topic with the subheading
"bibliography" added to it (e.g., "Women--Bibliography").

3. use the reference source, Bibliographic Index, to identify subject
bibliographies on your topic and then thiER-Ihe card catalogs to
determine if the library owns them.
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CHAPTER FOUR

MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS AND METHODS IN WOMEN'S STUDIES RESEARCH

The first three chapters of this guide have dealt with some basic skills
which are commonly used by library researchers to find out what has been
written on topics of interest to them. In this chapter, we would like
to introduce a variety of additional approaches which supplement these
basic skills and enhance your overall ability to acquire information in
the field of Women's Studies. The following areas will be considered:

BIOGRAPHICAL MATERIALS ABOUT WOMEN
DIRECTORIES OF WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS
CURRENT AFFAIRS IN WOMEN'S STUDIES
GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS ABOUT WOMEN
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC STATISTICS ON WOMEN
OTHER STONY BROOK LIBRARY MATERIALS--

*Microform Materials
*Materials in the Special Collections Dept.
*Films About Women

CATALOGS OF COLLECTIONS IN OTHER LIBRARIES

A. BIOGRAPHICAL MATERIALS

The Reference Room has many biographical dictionaries and encyclopedias.
The challenge for the user is knowing which of these to use to find in-
formation on a particular individual. This decision can only be made if
you know at least some of the sources available, and if you know some-
thing about the person in question, such as her nationality, profession,
and whether she is living or dead.

Biographical sources tend to be of 4 different kinds:

1. Large encyclopedia-style works which offer lengthy articles on a

person's life, and often include a bibliography. An example of
this type is Notable American Women.

2. Single volume works such as Who's Who of American Women (see ex-
ample below), which give brflifFograpfiCa data on prominent figures.

MC CAMBRIDGE. MERCEDE.9.. mires* 0. blies. ID . Mar. 17. 19111:
d John Punch and Mane (Maltaffiy) McC.: A.B . Mundelein Coll.
1937; Litt D. Bull St. Schaub's' U.. 1973: 1 sae. lohn Markin
Appeared on sun is *lope for the Best. 1943. Place of Our
TWIlltill Su. Woman Bites Dot. The Yount and Fain Nms meiotic
Ugh:vont Strikes Tuct.. All the King's Men (And award Best
SuPPoning Actress 19301. lade Straight. The Scarf. Johnny Guitar.
Gant Wad. award nomination 19561 A Farewell to Amis. Suddenly
Lau Samma. Gmarros. Angel Bahy. 1961. last Gentraison. Jassy.
1963.94 Women. Mt Threes. 1977. The Cascade-Aural 1 9. 1979;
voce used in film The Exorcist. artist-inn:060a Cub. Waslunr on.
1973. Mon. adv council Nat. Inst. Akobul Ahem aid Alcohannt.
Wuhan's** Itnaptent Dram award Mundelein Coil . 1937: AP Poll.
Look award. Pin Fin Corr award for Best Ncennmer and Best
Surtoetint Actress. 1950: nominated for Tony award. 1912 reupsent
Gold Key award Nat. Council Alcoholism. Author. The Two of Us.
1460 Adelrms: ore ContemporaryKonun Artists Ltd 132 Lay Dr
Beverly 1441s CA 90212

.1 t,
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3. Indexes, such as aioaraohy Index, (see example below), which

indicate what other sources to go to for the actual bio-
graphical information.

FENwWomalCKn. Millicent (Hammond) 1910- congress-

Geist. W, E. Millicent Fenwick: ma. chins to
her own drum. 11 pons N Y Times Nag p21.1-1+
Jo 27 '82

Lamson. Peggy. In the vanguard. Houghton
Mifflin 79 p 1-36 11 porsPerla. J. New race updates Fenwlck style.
Per N Y Times Bing Service 1342-3 Ja '82

Robinson. D. AmericA's ten. most Interesting
women over 50. por 50 Plus'2:21 Je'80

Starr. N. and Agrest. S. Preview of two pri-
maries. r Newsv:eek 99:33 Je 7 '82

Stineman. Esther. American political women. Li-
braries Unlimited '80 p46-7 131b1

Biography Index, 1982, page 249

4. Directories which give a person's professional title, affiliation,
and address. An example of this kind of work is the National
Faculty Director".

KRAUSE Bettye J. Deot of Sus
Ocz,otte. Mt Son Antonto Cox.
1100 N Grand km. Woksktt Ca
91789

KRAUSE Inert A. Dem of Pm**. La
St UntvAteottete. 1542 Llano
Avenue. New Olsen* ta 70112

KRAUSE Corot Coot of Even. R I Jr
Cot 400 East Ave. Wermac RI
02886

KRAUSE Mho R. Dees of Botany
On* Weneven urn. Ow Oh 43015

KRAUSE Chines R. Want Pattv1735
Nee Ave. ins Onto St Urn. Cc1u.iv.s
On 43210

KRAUSE Cynthia. Dept of Arun* Med
Tan, Ceder Velem COI. 3030 N
0444 Ave. Waster Tx 75134

KRAUSE DenWl. Coot of Pnvece.
Amlwg Cot AmAeret Me 01002

KRAUSE Daniel J. Dept of Bee Ergt.
N 0 St Untv. Fargo NO 69102

KRAUSE Daniel R. Dept of Scoot
Rooewes Urn 430 S Mch Ave
Chicago 1160605

National Faculty Directory

1984, page 1729

For a listing of biographical sources, see the Appendix, Section V,
Part A.
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B. DIRECTORIES OF WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS

A directory will give you the names, addresses, and phone numbers
of organizations and their chief officers. Other pieces of in-
formation commonly included in this type of reference source are
organization goals and purposes, listings of publications and
services, and notes about official meetings and conferences. A
researcher may desire to contact an organization that does work
and has expertise in a certain area. Women's organizations are
plentiful and varied in nature. There are political and advocate
groups, groups which offer financial support, research centers,
professional organizations', etc. For a listing of some of the
most heavily used directories for identifying women's organizations,
see the Appendix, Section V, Part B.

The example below is from a major directory entitled, The Encyclopedia
of Associations. (Ref AS22 .E5)

I*13;97* ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN IN PSYCHOLOGY (Women's
Rights) (AWP)

c/o EthelTcbach
CUNY Graduate Center, Rm. 609
33 W. 42nd St.
New York, NY 10036 Leigh Marlowe, Comm. Coordinator
Foundek 1%9. Member= 2000. Objectives are: to end the roie which
psychology hai had in perpeniring unscientific and unquestioned assumptions
abort the_nnatures" of women and men; to moorage tiroiased psychological
research on gender in order to eitabish facts-and Moose rirjths; to Enco urage
research and theory, Erected, toward:alternative sticiakzation,- child
rearing 'practices, life- styles, end language use to educe* and sensitize the
science and psychology professions is well as-the pubic to the psychological,
social, poltical, anck.economies rights at women; to achieve equality of
occortunity 'for wontail and men within the profession. and' science of
psyChology. Conducts tainess and Professional sessions at ward meetings
of American Psychologiiii Asiociatiori (see separate entry),and at meetings of
regional. psychology associations..Maintains archives: bestows research and
publicans:a awards. Monitors sexism in American Psychological Assam:ion.
Committees: Speaker's Bureau. Publications Newsletter, bier=thly.
Formerly: (1970) Association for Women Psychologists. Convention/
Meeting annual feminist research conference; also holds local chapter and
regional meetings.

Encyclopedia nf Associations, 1984, page 1283.
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C. CURRENT AFFAIRS

We have already discussed finding newspaper and periodical articles
in Chapter 2 of this guide. We will briefly mention some other
types of sources which can help keep you informed about current
issues.

News Digests

News digests provide the reader with summations or overviews of
current events. Digests are usually published once a week and
are often good sources for obituaries, texts of speeches, and
statistics. The example below is from Facts on File, Jan. 20,
1984, page 35.

Minneapolis Mayor Vetoes Porn BIM
Minneapolis Mayor Donald Fraser Jan. 5
vetoed a bill that would have made por-
nography a form of discrimination against
women.

The bill, the first of its kind in the
nation, had been passed in December 1983
by a 7-5 vote in the City Council. The
proposed ordinance defined pornography
as "the sexual expljcit'-subordiziation of
women, graphically depicted" in print or
visual media.. Purveyors of such material
would have been liable to lawsuits under
the city's civil rights code.

The bill had been a subject of intense
controversy. Feminists from around the
nation journeyed to Minneapolis to testify
in favor of the legislation at City Council
hearings. (Among the bill's supporters was

Periodical Indexes

It should be mentioned that there are two periodical indexes which
are especially valuable in identifying magazine articles (popular,
non-scholarly) on current events. They are:

Magazine Index (Microfilm reader near reference desks)

Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature
Tef, Index Table 1)
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Yearbooks and lmanacs

These sources offer brief but handy suimiaries of major events and
provide information on prominent personalities. The example below

is from the 1984 edition of the World Almanac.
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D. UNITED STATES GOVERNMEUT DOCUMENTS

The United States goverrinent is the largest publisher in the world. Each

year it issues thousands of titles which offer the reader detailed reports
and statistics on a great variety of topics. These documents offer the
library user an abundant amount of excellent information on the social,
economic, political, and legal status of women.
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The following titles are examples of dbcuments on women recently
published by the government:

Basic Data on Women Who Use Family Planning Clinics:
U.S. 13grliaiETD7C.71iational Center for Health
3Titiii7s, 1982.

Economic Status of Women: Hearing before the Joint
cock tornmittee,767gress of the United States,
97th., second session, Feb. 3, 1982.

Facts About Women Heads of Households and Heads of
Families. S. Dept. ofTiliW:7179".

_

Images of"Women in the Literatures of Selected Devel-
oping'aiifili-iii"Mhia,73Flegil7Taiti,Th7'naicaT:
Wash.,'17,77:0ffiCi-Ofilomen inDiiilopment, 1981.

Retrieving_government documents can be complicated; it is expected that
you will-peed the-astistance of a-documents librarian, at least until
yola gain some experienoeiruuting.these materials. The Government
Documents section of-the library is located on-the 2nd floor of Reference.

The Monthly Catalo (Doc Z1223.A18) is the basic reference tool for re-
trieving,_edera publicationt. It is issued by the U.S. Government Print-
ing Office, the main-piloting department in- the-government. As its name
implies,,the Monthl--CatiloTappeaps'in monthly inttillments, with each
onelistipgf,most;o: theApcumentgAssued during that:Month. Our library
receives alMOSt._:064y-One.ofthese poOlicationt, either-in,printed format,
mierofOitatrOr-both. 'That's. roughly, 70,000 items per year. Because
most of these items are.,not listedin the card caZalog, the Monthl
Catalog indek is usually the best source for determining what ocuments
are available in the library.

E. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC STATISTICS

There are many statistical reports which list data on social and economic
characteristics of women. To determine what these reports are, you must
usually use a special_index. Some. of the indexes themselves contain
summaries and, in additioni cite-the report that contains the more de-

An-examOlerofthis kind of index is the Statistical
Abstract of,the United States (Ref and Doc HA202.A38). A statistical
table fromdifiiii,i5eiTs.below. For a listing of statistical indexes,
see the Appendikk-Section V, Part E.
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F. MICROFORM MATERIALS

The Microform Section of the Library houses several large collections
on microform that contain materials pertinent to Women's Studies.
The collections include rare periodicals, pamphlets, archival materials
and other special documents. A listing of these materials appears in
the Appendix, Section V, Part F.

G. SPECIAL COLLECTIONS DEPARTMENT

The Department of Special Collections in the Main Library contains a
variety of subject collections comprised of manuscript material, books,
pamphlets, periodicals,.correspondence, personal papers, etc. Though
each collection is named, they are not all catalogued, and users re-
quire the assistance of staff in order to access materials. See the
Appendix, Section V, Part G, for a brief listing of collections.

H. WOMEN'S STUDIES COLLECTIONS IN OTHER LIBRARIES

Some reference books list special collections and rare materials
available in other libraries. Three of these sources are listed in
the Appendix, Section V, Part H.

I. AUDIOVISUAL MATERIAL

The Audiovisual Department in the Main Library owns over 400 16mm film
and video.titles. Of these, a selection of approximately 20 or 30 titles
are concerned with women's and men's issues. In addition, the department
has access to numerous other titles owned by public and academic libraries
on Long Island. Further information about actual titles, individual film
and videotape descriptions and availability can be obtained from the Audio-
visual Librarian or by consulting Films and Videotapes at Stony Brook: a
Library Catalog.
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APPENDIX

SELECTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SOURCES IN WOMEN'S STUDIES IN THE STONY BROOK LIBRARY

I. SELECTED PERIODICALS

Canadian Newsletter of Research on Women. 1972-1978.

Chrysalis; a Magazine of Women's Culture. 1977-1979.

Everywoman. 1970-1972.

Feminist Studies. 1972 -

It Ain't Me Babe. 1970-1971.

Ms. 1972 -

Off Our Backs: a Women's News Journal. 1970 -

Rat; Subterranean News. 1968-1971.

Resources for Feminist Research. 1982 -

Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society. 1975 -

The Spokeswoman. 1970-1981.

Womanart. 1976-1978.

Women: a Journal of Liberation. 1969-1973.

Women and Film. 1972-1974.

Women & Health. 1976 -

Women and Literature. 1977-1978.

Women .& Politics. 1980 -

Women & Therapy. -1982-

Women Artists News. Current Year Only

The Women's Annual. 1980 -

The Women's Review of Books. Current Year Only

Women's Rights Law Reporter. 1975-

29'
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Women's Studies. 1975 -

Women's Studies Newsletter. 1975-1980

Women's Studies Quarterly. 1981 -

Women's Studies Review. Latest 2 Years

Women's Work and Women's Studies. 1971-1974

Working Women. 1984

II. PERIODICAL INDEXES AND ABSTRACTING SOURCES

A. WOMEN'S ISSUES

Abortion Bibliography (Ref HQ767 .A15), 1970 -

Inventory of Marriage and Family Literature (Ref HQ728 .158), 1900 -

Resources in Women's Educational Equity (Ref HQ1154 .R45), 1977-1980

Women Studies Abstracts (Ref HQ1154 .W6), 1972-

B. GENERAL SOURCES IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

Business Periodicals Index (Ref, Index Table 12), 1958 -

Child Development Abstracts and Bibliography (Ref HQ750 .A1N3), 1927 -

Education Index (Ref, Index Table 4), 1929 -

Index Medicus (Ref Z6660 .1422), 1970-
on the social and historical aspects of medicine.

Psychological Abstracts (Ref, Index Table 2), 1927 -

Public Affairs Information Service Bulletin (P.A.I.S.) (Ref, Index

--TaTe 6), 1915 -
Indexes material in business, economics, sociology, political science.

Sociological Abstracts (Ref, Index Table 12), 1953-

C. GENERAL SOURCES IN THE HUMANITIES

America: History and Life (Ref E171 .A4), 1964-

5ViFs U.S. and "Canada:

Art Index (Ref, Index Table 7), 1929-



Historical Abstracts: Modern History, 1450-1914 (Ref D299 .H52), 1955 -
Excludes U.S. and Cana--

Historical Abstracts: Twentieth Century, 1914-Present
(Ref D421 .H5), 1971 -

MLA Bibliography (Ref, Index Table 5), 1921-
es mater a in literature.

III. SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHIES

A. GENERAL COVERAGE

Women and Society (Ref HQ1399 .E4) 2 vols.

Women's Studies: a Recommended Core Bibliography (Ref HQ1180 .S73)

B. AMERICAN SOCIETY

The Black Woman in American Society: a Selected Annotated
E185.86 .D3)

Minorities and Women: "a Guide to Reference Literature in the
Social Sciences of ROW .S3)

The Political Participation of Women in the United States: a
--Selected Bibliography, 190:1176 TReTW-236

The Sexual Barrier: Legal, Medical, Economic, and Social Aspects
of Sex DiiFiiiiietion (Ref KF4758 .A1 H83 1977r

Status of Women: a Select Bibliography, 1965-1975 (Ref HQ1399 .D3 1976)

C. ART AND MUSIC

Women Artists: an Historical, Contemporary, and Feminist Bibliography
--Rif N8354 .BT

Women in American Music: a Bibliography of Music and Literature
---(fiare Ref ML128-7W7-B6T

D. HEALTH

Women and Health, Care: a Bibliography with Selected Annotations
--INY-R41121



E. HISTORY

The American Woman in Colonial and Revolutionary Times, 1565-1800
TRef 27964 70-4r1.1-1175T

Women in Antiquity: an Annotated Bibliography (Ref HQ1127 .G6)

Women in Western European Histor : a Select Chronological, Geographical,
and Tiip151131bliogri% ( e HQ1387-7,1"

Women of Ac'iievement: 35 Centuries of History (Ref HQ1123 .R38 1981)

F. LITERATURE

American Women Dramatists of the Twentieth Century: a Bibliography
(Ref PSIST7C68 1982)

An Annotated_Bibl o ra h of Twentieth-Centur Studies of Women and
and Literature, . Or(Ref PR449 .

Articles iin'Vothen Writers (Ref PRill .S35)

Girls Are People, Toot a Bibliography of Nontraditional Female Roles
n afTdren!s:13-oTics IPef PN16 9 .A174)

G. OTHER SOCIETIES

Women and World Development: an Annotated Bibliography (Ref HQ1390 .B8)

Women in the Middle East and ivorth Africa: an Annotated Bibliography

(1FeTTIQT/21.5 .Q387

Women of South Asia: a Guide to Resources (Ref HQ1735.3 .S3)

Women of Spanish America (Ref HQ1610.5 .K5)

H. PSYCHOLOGY

The Psychology of Women: a Partially Annotated Bibliography (Ref HQ1206. W34)

Sex Roles: a. Research r ;bliography (Ref BF 724.3 .S4 A88)

Women: Sexuality, Psychology, and Psychotherapy (Ref HQ1206 .W88 1976)
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I. WOMEN'S MOVEMENT

Women's Liberation and Revolution (Ref HQ1154 .R76 1973)

The Women's Rights Movement in the United States, 1848-1970; a
--gibliography and Sourceboa-( Rlif HQ1410.77g7

J. WOMEN AND WORK

American Women and the Labor Movement, 1825-1974; an Annotated
BitilioraMWTTRICF156-0707 .U5' 5635 1976)

Determinants and Consequences of Maternal Employment: an Annotated
Bibliography, 1960-1980 (Ref-gD6055 .H8)

Equal Pay for Work of Comparable Worth: an Annotated Bibliography
TRIMI131- TrU8 i382)

Women at Work: an Annotated Bibliography (Ref HD6095 .B52)

Women in Management: an Annotated Bibliography and Source List
--Tgif-AF5500.3 .454 L4 1982)

IV. NEWSPAPER INDEXES
All of the following titles are located in the Government Documents Section,
which is on the 2nd floor of Reference:

Christian Science Monitor Index (1960- )

Chicago Tribune Index (1972- )

Los Angeles Times Index (1972- )

National Newspaper Index (covers latest 3 years; microfilm format.
4 newspapers: New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles

Times, and Christian Science Mon tor.)

New York Times Index (1851- )

Official Index to the Times of London (1906- )

Washington Post Index (1971- )

Wall Street Journal Index (1958- )
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V. MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES

A. BIOGRAPHICAL SOURCES
The following list includes titles that contain biographical information

within each volume (such as Notable American Women), as well as titles that
direct you to other sources 761-7fii in ?ormation itself (such as Biography

Index).

American Black Women (Ref E185.86 .W56 1978)

American Men and Women of Science (Ref Q141 .A47) 7 vols.

American Political Women (Ref HQ1236 .S74)

American Women 1935-1940 (Ref CT3260 .A473) 2 vols.

American Women Writers (Ref PS147 .A4) 4 vols.

The Biographical Cyclopaedla of American Women (Ref C13260 .B52) 2 vols.

Biography and Genealogy Master Index (Ref CT213 .B56) 10 vols.

Biography Index (Ref, Index Table 7) 1947 -

Current Biography (Ref CT100 .C8) 1940 -

Dictionary of Literary Biography (Ref PS128 .05) Multivolume series

International Dictionary of Women's Biography (Ref CT3202 .157 1982)

Liberty's Women (Ref HQ1412 .L52)

New York Times Obituaries Index (Ref CT120 .N47) Multivolume series,

Notable American Women 1607-1950 (Ref CT3260 .N57) 3 vols.

Notable American Women: the Modern Period (Ref CT3260 .N573)

Through a Woman's I: an Annotated Bibliography of American Women's Auto-
biographical Writings 1946-1976 (Ref CT3260 A 1983)

Who's Who of American Women (Ref CT3260 .W5)

The World Who's Who of Women (Ref HQ1123 .W65)
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B. DIRECTORIES

Directory of Financial Aid for Women (Ref HQ 1381 .S36 1982)

The Encyclopedia of Associations (Ref AS22 .A8)

Getting Or anized: a Director of Action, Alliances, Publications,
and InfOrmat on Sery ces e FQ2035 .E33 1982)

National Faculty Directory (Ref xL901. N34)

The Rights-of Women (Ref HQ1426 .R6 1983)
Tee its pp, 373-396.

Women Helping Women (Ref HV1445 .W65 1981)

The Women's. Annual: the Year in Review (Ref HQ1101 .W651)
3e-rwIriadWtr-secillirilreidrWrila chapter.

Women's Organizations and Leaders Directory (Ref HQ1883 .W64 1975-76)

C. CURRENT AFFAIRS

Periodical Indexes

Magazine Index (Ref, Table Near Reference Desk) Latest Three Years

Public Affairs Information Service P.A.I.S.) Bulletin
(Ref, Index 'Table 6), T913:-----

Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature (Ref, Index Table 1), 1890-

P121iLlilg.'2§q

Congressional Quarterly Weekly Reports (Ref JK1 .C15), 1948 -

Facts on File (Ref 0410 .F3), 1941-

Keesing's Contemporary Archives (Ref D410 .K4), 1931 -

Yearbooks and Almanacs

Information Please Almanac (Ref AY64 .155)

loloinen's Annual: the Year in Review (HQ1101 .W651)

World Almanac (Ref AY67 .N5 W7)
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D. GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

Monthly Catalog of U. S. Government Publications (Doc Z1223 .A13), 19n0-

E. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC STATISTICS

American Statistics Index (Doc HA214 .A48), 1973 -

Historical Statistics, Colonial Times to 1970 (Ref HA202 .B87 1976)

Perspectives on Working Women (Ref HD8051 .A62 no.2080)

Social Indicators (Ref HN60 .S42)

Statistical Abstract of the United States (Ref HA202 .A38), 1922-

F. MICROFORMS COLLECTIONS

Bulletins and Special Bulletins of the Women's Bureau, U.S. Dept. of
Labor, 1919-1975. (Microfiche A309, A310)

Cornell University Collection of Women's Rights Pamphlets.
(Microfiche A126)

Gerritsen Collection of Women's History.(Microfiche A312)

Herstory.(Microfilm A312)
Collection of 800 women'; periodicals published primarily from 1968-1974.

National Women's Party Papers: the Suffrage Years, 1913-1920.

(Microfilm 707)

Sexual Politics in Britain. (Microfiche A345)

Women and Health.(Microfilm A242)

Women and Law.(Microfilm A435)

G. SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

Woman's History Ephemera Collection: clippings, bibliographies, single
issues of magazines, flyers and leaflets in vertical file arrangement;
includes ftles and records of the Long Island NOW, Nassau Chapter,
1970-1974. (Collection 188)

Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, Central Suffolk Branch:

papers, scrapbooks, pamphlets, posters iiia.FICiiianea, ca. 1965-19717----

(Collecti6.223)

Suffra e and Sex Pamphlets Collection: English pamphlets and books con-
cern ngwomerrs,suffrage, marr age, sexual love, ca. 1867-1913. (Spec HQ613.1.
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H. WOMEN'S STUDIES COLLECTIONS IN OTHER LIBRARIES

Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger Library on the History of Women
in AMiFica. Radcliffe College. (Ref HQII2T-7A7 1984 TUVEis:"

Catalogs of the Sophia Smith Collection: Women's History Archive.
Smith CETTlege. (Ref HQ1121 .S65 1975) 7 vo s

Women's History Sources: a Guide to Archives and Manuscript Collections
--IFFEHe United States (Rif HQ141O .H56) 2 vols.


